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A new technology called the In Situ Permeable Flow Sensor has been developed at Sandia
National Laboratories. These sensors use a thermal perturbation technique to directly measure
the direction and magnitude of the full three dimensional groundwater flow velocity vector in
unconsolidated, saturated, porous media. The velocity measured is an average value characteristic
of an approximately 1 cubic meter volume of the subsurface. During a test at the Savannah
River Site in South Carolina, two flow sensors were deployed in a confined aquifer in close
proximity to a well which was screened over the entire vertical extent of the aquifer and the well
was pumped at four different pumping rates. In this situation horizontal flow which is radially
directed toward the pumping well is expected. The flow sensors measured horizontal flow which
was directed toward the pumping well, within the uncertainty in the measurements. The observed
magnitude of the horizontal component of the flow velocity increased linearly with pumping rate,
as predicted by theoretical considerations. The measured horizontal component of the flow
velocity differed from the predicted flow velocity, which was calculated with the assumptions
that the hydraulic properties of the aquifer were radially homogeneous and isotropic, by less than
a factor of two. Drawdown data obtained from other wells near the pumping well during the
pump test indicate that the hydraulic properties of the aquifer are probably not radially
homogeneous but the effect of the inhomogeneity on the flow velocity field around the pumping
well was not modeled because the degree and distribution of the inhomogeneity are unknown.
Grain size analysis of core samples from wells in the area were used to estimate the vertical
distribution of hydraulic conductivity. Vertical components of groundwater flow observed with
the flow sensors are qualitatively consistent with the vertical distribution of horizontal hydraulic
conductivity estimated from grain size analysis but are significantly larger in magnitude than
predicted. This is likely due to the creation of a vertical conduit of increased hydraulic
conductivity during emplacement of the probes. Overall, the flow sensors performed very well.
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A new instrument which uses a thermal perturbation technique to directly measure the three
dimensional groundwater flow velocity vector in unconsolidated, saturated, porous media has
been developed at Sandia National Laboratories (Ballard, 1992a, 1992b). Since groundwater flow
is perhaps the most important mechanism for the dispersal of many types of toxic waste once
they have been released i_lto the subsurface, accurate information about the groundwater flow
field is critical to the characterization of waste sites, monitoring of waste remediation activities
and monitoring the post-closure performance of remediated waste sites. In addition, the
technology will be very useful in hydrologic studies investigating scales and distribution of
aquifer heterogeneity.
This technology enjoys a number of advantages over the currently accepted method of
obtaining flow velocity information which involves making hydraulic head measurements in a
number of screened boreholes and from that data determining the hydraulic gradients in the
subsurface. With hydraulic conductivity data, the velocity field between the boreholes can be
modeled. While this approach is entirely appropriate in many circumstances, it suffers from
several disadvantages in certain instances. The first disadvantage of the standard practice is that
detailed knowledge of the hydraulic conductivity distribution in the subsurface is required.
Hydraulic conductivity is generally determined with either a pump test or a slug test. In a pump
test water is pumped from a well while in a slug test, water is injected into a well. In both cases
the hydraulic conductivity of the sediments in the range of influence of the test can be
determined from the time rate of change of water levels in nearby holes. In areas where the
groundwater is contaminated, conducting these types of test can be very undesirable. In the case
of a pump test the water must be disposed of as hazardous waste, which can be difficult and
cosily. In the case of a slug test, the potential exists to push the contaminated groundwater away
from the well, possibly contaminating a larger volume of the subsurface.
Using In Situ
Permeable Flow Sensors requires only very crude estimates of the hydraulic conductivity,
alleviating the need for cosily pump or slug tests.
Another problem with the standard hydrologic practice is that a relatively large number of
boreholes are required to make one velocity measurement. Two holes are required to measure
a single component of the flow velocity vector and a minimum of four non-coplanar observation
points are required to measure the full three dimensional flow velocity vector. In Situ Permeable
Flow Sensors require that only a single hole be drilled to measure the full three dimensional
groundwater flow velocity vector.
Yet a third problem "_th the standard practice is that the velocity determination is an average
value characteristic of a broad region whose dimensions are characterized by the separation of
the boteholes used for the hydraulic head and hydraulic conductivity measurements. In complex
situations, typical of many remediation activities, the grotmdwater flow velocity may change
rapidly over small distances. In Situ Permeable Flow Sensors measure a flow velocity which is
an average value within an approximately one cubic meter volume of the subsurface.
An
additional advantage of the In Situ Permeable Flow Sensors is that it is a simple matter to install
a suite of flow sensors and connect their data acquisition systems to a modem so that they can
be monitored remotely for extended periods of time without requiting personnel in the field.
There are two other technologies for making direct groundwater flow velocity measurements
of which the authors are aware. These are the K-V Geo Flowmeter (Melville et al., 1985;
Kerfoot and Massard, 1985; Kerfoot, 1988) and the Colloidal Borescope (Kearl and Case, 1992;

Kearl, et al., 1993). Both of these technologies rely on measurements made inside a wellbore
to measure the horizontal component of the formation flow velocity. The In Situ Permeable Flow
Sensor differs from these technologies in that it is deployed directly in the subsurface thereby
avoiding borehole effects which can negatively impact the measured velocity magnitude (Melville
et al., 1985). In addition, the In Situ Permeable Flow Sensor measures the flow velocity
characteristic of a somewhat larger volume ('-,1 m3) than do the other instruments (~ 100 cm _ for
the Geo Flowmeter and ~1 mm_ for the Colloidal Borescope).
In this report, the theoretical basis for the technology will be outlined and the data processing
techniques which have been developed to interpret the data from the flow sensor described. Then
the results of a field test at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina will be presented. During
this test it was possible to directly compare flow velocity results obtained with the flow sensors
to velocities estimated using standard hydrologic techniques.
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Principle of Operation
The basic operating principle of this technology is to bury a thin, cylindrical heater in the
ground at the point where the groundwater flow velocity is to be measured. If the heat flux out
of the cylinder is uniform over the surface of the cylinder then the temperature distribution on
the surface of the cylinder will vary as a function of the direction and magnitude of the
groundwater flow velocity past the cylinder. In essence, relatively warm temperatures are
observed on the downstream side of the probe and relatively cool temperatures on the upstream
side because some of the heat introduced into the formation by the heater is advected around the
instrument by fluid flow past the tool.
Romero (in press) derived an expression for the temperature distribution on the surface of a
finite length heated cylinder buffed in a permeable flow field. The equation is

r(x,z) = PRig [1 +R/L eos(O-x)stn ]
(1)
1

+-2
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where
T
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z
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L
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is the temperature at position x, z on the surface of the probe,
is the angular distance in the horizontal plane from the reference dilection to the point
the surface of the cylinder where the temperature is observed,
is the distance in the vertical direction from the midpoint of the probe to the point on
probe surface where the temperature is observed, made dimensionless by dividing by
half-length of the probe, L,
is the radius of the probe,
is the half length of the probe,
is the half length of the heated section of the probe, made dimensionless by dividing by
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below),
0 istheangular
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direction
andthe flowvelocity
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The magnitude
oftheflowvelocity
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by thedimensionless
Peclet
number,

ee = U.L pclK

(2)

where
U. isthemagnitude
oftheDarcyflowvelocity
farfromtheprobe,
p isthedensity
ofthefluid,
and
c isthespecific
heatofthefluid.
The analysis
isvalid
forPeclet
numbersuptoorderI. Foratypical
saturated
soil
thermal
conductivity
of0.01calsI cmI °C_,this
corresponds
toavelocity
ofapproximately
0.001cm/s
ora fewR/day.Extensions
ofthesolution
whichwouldmakeitvalid
forPeclet
numbersup to
order10 arepossible
(Romero,
pers.
communication).
The analysis
further
assumesthatthe
cylinder
islongandthin
(L/R> ~10)andthat
thecylinder
isbuffed
inintimate
contact
withan
infinite,
saturated,
porousmedium whichisthermally
and hydraulically
homogeneousand
isotropic.
Gravitational
effects
areneglected,
meaningthatnatural
convection
resulting
from
heating
thewateraround
theprobeisassumedtobeinsignificant.
Thisisvalid
aslongasforced
convection
ismoreimportant
thanthenatural
convection
induced
by warmingthewateraround
the probe. The specific criteria to be met is that Pe/Ra must exceed order 1 where Ra is the
Rayleigh number given by
Ra = pg p OkRL
Kzl.t

(3)

where
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is the coefficient
gravitationalofacceleration,
thermal expansion of water,
k is the permeability of the medium,
is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid saturated medium and
II is the viscosity of water.
The most important parameters to consider in this case are the magnitude of the flow velocity,
U,., the heat flux from the probe, Q, and the permeability of the medium, k. If the flow velocity
is low and both the heat flux and the permeability are high, natural convection can be important.
For reasonable estimates of all the relevant parameters, natural convection will only be important
when the permeability is very high, as might be the case in coarse gravels. In that situation, the
importance of natural convection can be evaluated by starting out with a low heat flux from the
probe and then increasing the flux and observing any resulting changes in the apparent vertical

component to the flow velocity.
Figure l a illustrates the temperature, calculated according to Equation 1, as a function of
azimuth for a probe buried in a horizontal flow field where the groundwater is flowing in a direction toward 90° from the reference direction on the probe. In the absence of any horizontal flow
past the device, the temperature on the surface of the probe is independent of azimuth. If there
is a significant horizontal component to the flow velocity, the temperature varies approximately
as the cosine of the azimuth with the downstream side of the probe being warmer than the
upstream side. Figure lb illustrates the theoretical surface temperature as a function of vertical
distance from the vertical midpoint of the probe for a variety of vertically downward flow
velocities. If there is no vertical flow past the device, the temperature on the surface of the probe
is symmetric about the vertical midpoint of the probe. The vertical midpoint is wanner than the
ends of the probe because heat transport away from the ends of a finite length heated cylinder
is more efficient than from the mid-section. If the groundwater flow has a significant vertical
component, the vertical temperature distribution on the surface of the probe is no longer
symmetric about the vertical midpoint of the probe but rather is skewed in the direction of the
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flow. The downstream end of the probe is warmer than the upstream end. When the flow
velocity past the probe has both vertical and horizontal components, the temperature distribution
is both asymmetric about the vertical midpoint of the probe and azimuth dependent. Figure 2
shows two contour maps of the theoretical temperature distribution on the surface of a probe, one
for a probe buried in a medium with no flow past it and the other for a probe buried in a flow
field where there is flow of 1 if/day oriented in a direction which is toward 90 ° from the
reference direction and vertically downward 30° from the horizontal.
In practice, the temperature distribution on the surface of the probe is measured and inverted
for the set of flow parameters which results in the best fit, in a least squares sense, between the
observed and the theoretical temperature distributions.
The inversion scheme used is the
SIMPLEX algorithm described by Caceci and Cacheris (1984). A computer code called FLOW
has been written to implement the inversion of the data. FLOW, which runs on MS-DOS
computers, can also process, graphically display, and otherwise manipulate flow sensor data. The
sensors should be sensitive to groundwater flow as low as about 0.01 tVday, depending on the
thermal properties of the medium. They are somewhat more sensitive to the vertical component
of the flow velocity than to the horizontal component because of their long aspect ratio.
Confidence limits on the flow parameters which best fit the available data are determined
using a Monte Carlo technique outlined in Press et al. (1986). They are calculated as follows:
first a "best fit" set of flow parameters is calculated. The root mean square error between the
data and the model is calculated according to the formula

where E,, is the root mean square error, N is the number of temperature observations used in
the analysis and Tt,,_ and T_, are the model and data temperature values at the [* observation
location, respectively. Then N random temperature values are drawn from a normally distributed
probability distribution which hr_ a mean of zero and a standard deviation of E_.
These N
temperature values are added to the original N temperature values used in the analysis and
another set of flow parameters is calculated based on this new, "noisy" temperature distribution.
This procedure is repeated m times, each time adding a different set of N random temperature
deviations to the original temperature distribution.
In this way m different sets of flow
parameters are generated. The 95% confidence limits on the original set of flow parameters,
calculated using the undisturbed temperature distribution, is equal to twice the standard deviation
of the m sets of flow parameters calculated using the "noisy" temperature distributions. Note that
m needs to be a fairly large number, like 100 or more, in order to predict the 95% confidence
limits with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
The way in which the probes are fabricated and deployed in the ground is critical to
obtaining a valid measurement (Figure 3). The current strategy involves constructing very
simple, inexpensive probes that can be permanently buried in saturated, unconsolidated sediments.
Each probe consists of a rod of low thermal conductivity, closed cell, polyurethane foam, 30
inches long by 2 inches in diameter, surrounded by a thin film, flex circuit heater, an array of
30 carefully calibrated thermistors and a waterproof jacket. The design seeks to achieve a high
degree of uniformity of the he_,t flux from the surface of the probe and sufficient temperature
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sensors near the surface of the probe to adequately
characterize the temperature distribution on its surface. The Figure 4 - Distribution pattern of
pattern of the thermistor distribution near the surface of the the 30 thermistor locations on the
probe is illustrated in Figure 4.
surface of the probes.
At the deployment site, sufficient 1 inch diameter,
schedule 80 PVC pipe is attached to the top of the probe to
reach to the ground surface aider the probe is deployed in the ground. Marks are made along the
PVC pipe so that the horizontal orientation of the probe will be known ai_ the probe is
_nplaced. While more sophisticated techniques for determining the horizontal orientation of the
probes exist, this simple, inexpensive process has worked well in experiments to date.
To cmplacc the probes, a hollow stem auger is used to drill to the depth where the
measurement is to be made, the probe is lowered down the center of the auger and the auger is
retracted from the hole, leaving the probe in the ground. In saturated, unconsolidated formations,
the hole collapses around the probe, leaving it in a relatively undisturbed setting. Although the
probes cannot be recovered after being deployed in this way, they can continue to provide flow
measurements for extended periods of time. They should last 1 to 2 years; until the waterproof

coatings ultimately leak. The principal advantage of this strategy is that the probe is not
deployed in a hole where the flow can be significantly different from the flow in the surrounding
formation (Melville et al., 1985; Keffoot, 1988; Wheatcraft and Winterberg, 1985).

A Typical Flow Sensor Data Set
When a velocity measurement is to be obtained, the heater on the flow sensor is activated.
Typically, 120 watts of DC power is continuously supplied to the probe. Figure 5a illustrates
the temperature of the 30 thermistors on the probe surface as a function of time. Before
activation of the heater, the average temperature of all the thermistors shown in Figure 5a was
19.48 + .03°C, the equilibrium temperature of the ground at this location. After activation of the
heater, the temperature of the probe surface rose abruptly and reached a quasi steady state after
about 24 hours. Note that the temperature of some thermistors rose more quickly than others,
indicating a change in the relative temperature distribution on the surface of the probe. Figure 5b
illustrates the deviation from the average surface temperature of the probe, as a function of time.
The data plotted in Figure 5b were calculated by first determining the average temperature of the
30 thermistors at each time step, and then subtracting that value from all of the individual
temperature readings, at that same time step. Before the heater was activated, the deviations from
the average temperature are all very small, less than a few hundredths of a degree. Within the
first half hour after the heater was activated the magnitudes of the deviations from the average
temperature increase abruptly, to about + 0.6 °C. After that the relative temperatures continue
to change, albeit more slowly, until the relative temperatures ultimately reach equilibrium after
about 15 or 20 hours.
Two thermal behaviors are evident in the time history of the relative temperature distribution
on the surface of the probe illustrated in Figure 5b. A short time behavior is observed for the
first half hour or so after the activation of the heater and a long time behavior after that. The
short time behavior is related to the establishment of the thermal gradients within the probe itself
while the long term behavior reflects the overall geometry of the probe, the thermal properties
of the material surrounding the probe and the direction and magnitude of the fluid flow past the
probe. The long term behavior is the signal to be analyzed while the short term behavior acts
to corrupt the signal of interest and must be removed from the data.
Several factors contribute to the short term signal, the most significant of which is that the
thermistors are not actually measuring the temperature at the surface of the probe. In order to
isolate the thermistors from the water surrounding the probe and protect them from the rigors of
emplacement into the subsurface, the thermistors are located about 1 mm below the surface of
the probes. Given the heat flux out of the probe of about 0.0272 cal s"_cm "2, the temperatures
measured by the thermistors can be expected to be on the order of I°C higher than the
temperature at the surface of the probe adjacent to the thermistors. In addition, the temperature
difference between the temperature at the thermistor locations and the surface of the probes can
be expected to vary from place to place on the surface of the probe by as much as a few tenths
of a °C, due primarily to differences in thickness of the material separating the thermistors from
the surface of the probe. Other factors which would influence the magnitude of these short term
variations would be small spatial variations in the heat flux from the probe, uneven heating of
the foam from which the probe is fabricated and variations in thermal properties of all of the
materials in the vicinity of the thermistors, including the foam, the heater and thermistor circuitry,
the waterproof sealant and the geologic material in which the probe is buried.
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to time 0. The extrapolated temperature at Figure 6 - Illustration of the technique used to
time 0 is the correction factor which is determine correction factors.
subtracted from all the data obtained from
that thermistor. The set of 30 correction factors for a particular probe must be determined after
the probe is emplaced in the ground since the thermal properties of the material surrounding the
probes influence the magnitude of the correction factors. Once a set of correction factors has
been determined for a particular probe, they can be applied to that probe for all subsequent data
sets collected with that probe as long as the heater power output remains the same. The FLOW
computer program provides capabilities to facilitate the determination, storage, retrieval and
application of these correction factors.
The result of applying these correction factors to the data in Figure 5b is shown in Figure 5c.
These data indicate that after activation of the heater, the relative temperature distribution on the
surface of the probe changes, with temperatures at some thermistor locations increasing while
those at other locations are decreasing, relative to the average temperature of the surface of the
probe. The temperature distribution reaches a steady state condition after about 24 hours.
Figure 7 illustrates the temperature distribution on the surface of the probe at the end of the
data set illustrated in Figure 5c. The symbols in Figures 7a and 7b represent the measured
temperature on the surface of the probe as a function of azimuth and vertical position along the
probe, respectively. The temperature as a function of azimuth has a peak to peak amplitude of
only about .06°C, indicating a small horizontal component to the flow velociw. The temperature
as a function of vertical position on the probe is relatively symmetric about the vertical midpoint
of the probe, suggesting that the vertical component of the flow is relatively small as well.
Inversion of the temperature data yields a best fit set of flow parameters with a horizontal
component of flow of 0.02 + 0.01 R/day oriented in a direction which is 250 ° + 55 ° from the
reference direction of the probe. The vertical component of the flow velocity vector determined
from the data in Figure 5c is 0.05 ± 0.01 R/day. The theoretical temperature distribution on the
surface of the probe calculated using these flow velocity parameters is illustrated in Figure 7 with
the smooth curves.
These flow velocity levels are representative of the lowest flow velocities resolvable by the
flow sensors. In this context, the lowest velocities that can be measured are defined as velocities
10
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The points are data and the smooth curves are theoretical fits to the data.
that are so low that the uncertainty in the magnitude of the flow velocity is as large as the
velocity itself. Recall that the uncertainty in the velocity is dependent on the difference between
the measured and best-fit theoretical temperature distributions as described by Equation 4.
Factors that contribute to the discrepancy between the theoretical and observed temperatures are
the accuracy of the thermistor calibrations and errors in the determination of the correction
factors which are applied to the observed temperatures as described above. The thermistors are
calibrated such that temperature differences between thermistors are probably accurate to within
±0.01°C. The errors introduced during the calculation of the correction factors are probably
larger than that, on the order of 0.05 to 0.1°C, so the accuracy of the correction factors is
probably the main limitation in terms of the lowest flow velocities that can be resolved.

Field Calibration

,

•

Experiment

To ascertain the validity of the flow sensor measurements, a field test was conducted in
which it was possible to compare flow velocities observed with the flow sensors directly with
measurements obtained simultaneously with standard hydrologic techniques.
The test was
conducted at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina. The location of the test is underlain by
a 46 foot thick leaky aquifer consisting of unconsolidated sandy sediments (Figure 8). The
aquifer is bounded above and below by relatively impermeable clay layers. Four wells penetrate
the aquifer at the site. Each well is screened throughout the entire vertical extent of the aquifer.
For this experiment, a pump was placed in P26AP and pressure transducers were deployed in
P26M1, P26M2 and P26AI. The latter three wells are at distances of 15.5, 40 and 50 feet from
ll
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P26AP. The experiment was conducted in two stages. During the first stage, P26AP was
pumped at a rate of 15.5 gallons per minute (gpm) for about 24 hours and then at 9 gpm for
about 60 additional hours. During the second stage, which took place about 3 weeks after the
first stage, P26AP was pumped at 6 gpm for 60 hours and then at 3 gpm for 100 hours. The
drawdown in the three piezometer wells was observed throughout the period of time that P26AP
was being pumped and for several days after pumping ceased. Two In Situ Permeable Flow
Sensors, TMF1B and TMF2B, were placed at a depth of 113.5 feet and distances of 38 and 15.5
feet from P26AP. These flow sensors were activated approximately 24 hours before each
pumping test began, were monitored throughout each test and for 1 to 2 days after the pump had
been turned off.
Figures 9a and 9b illustrate the temperature and the corrected deviation from the average
temperature, as a function of time, measured by the thermistors on the flow sensor which was
closest to the pumping well during the time that P26AP was being pumped at 6 and then 3 gpm.
The data indicate that significant changes in the temperature distribution on the surface of the
probe occurred in response to changes in the pumping rate. The nature of these changes in the
surface temperature distribution are illustrated in Figure 9c which shows the temperature as a
function of azimuth around the probe for the data from thermistor ring #3 at 0, 3, 6, 9 and 15
gpm. The data indicate that when the pump was active, the side of the probe closest to the
pumping well (zero azimuth in Figure 9c) was warmer than the side furthest from the pumping
well (180° in Figure 9c) and that the amplitude of the temperature variations around the probe
increased with the pumping rate.
Figure 10 illustrates the full three dimensional flow velocity, as a function of time, that
results in the best fit between the measured temperatures illustrated in Figure 9b and theoretical
temperatures calculated according the Equation 1. In Figure 10b, zero azimuth refers to the
direction from the flow sensor to the pumping well. This corresponds to the expected flow
direction when the pump was active. Prior to time 0, the time when the pump in P26AP was
activated, the magnitude of the horizontal component of the flow velocity was approximately
0.04 ± 0.03 ft/day, and was oriented in a direction of about -1350 + 55° relative to the direction
to the pumping well. Figure 10c illustrates the magnitude of the vertical component of the flow
velocity, which prior to activation of the pump was approximately 0.11 + 0.02 _day. The
relative magnitudes of the vertical and horizontal components of the flow velocity indicate a flow
velocity vector orientation of 70° + 150with respect to the horizontal plane. In other words, the
pre-test flow was directed in a predominantly vertically upward direction.
When the pump in P26AP was activated at time zero, the horizontal component of the flow
velocity increased immediately and reached a quasi-equilibrium value of about
0.50 ± 0.075 t/day after about 30 hours. The orientation of the horizontal component of the flow
velocity changed to about 20 ± 7° relative to the direction to the pumping well. The vertical
component of the flow velocity went from positive (vertically upward) to negative (downward).
The flow velocity vector was oriented approximately -22°± 5° from the horizontal.
Approximately 3 days after pumping began, the pumping rate was reduced from 6 gpm to 3 gpm.
The horizontal component of the flow velocity dropped to about 0.25 ± 0.04 ft./day and the
orientation changed to about 8° ± 8° relative to the direction to the pumping well. The vertical
component changed to 0.01 + 0.02 t/day, indicating that the flow velocity was essentially
horizontal.
Approximately one week after pumping began, the pump in P26AP was turned off and the
horizontal component of the flow velocity declined to approximately zero. The uncertainty in
13
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the orientation of the horizontal component of the flow velocity increased to + 180°, implying that
the direction of the horizontal component of the flow velocity is undetermined. This increase
reflects the fact that the orientation of the horizontal component of the flow velocity can only be
estimated with very large uncertainty when the magnitude of the horizontal component of the
flow velocity is very small. The vertical component of the flow velocity returned to being
vertically upward, as it was before pumping began.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 illustrate the velocities observed at TMF2B (R=15.5 It) at 15 and 9
gpm, at TMF1B (R=38 t_) at 6 and 3 gpm and at TMF1B (R=38 It) at 15 and 9 gpm,
respectively. The general pattern of the flow velocities illustrated in these figures is basically
the same as the flow velocity observed in TMF2B at 6 and 3 gpm except that the magnitudes of
the vertical and horizontal components of the flow velocities increase with both pumping rate and
proximity to the pumping well.
The flow velocities measured by the two probes as a function of pumping rate are plotted
in Figure 14. Figures 14a, b and c illustrate the flow velocity in cylindrical coordinates and
Figure 14d is a plot of the vertical angle between the three dimensional flow velocity vector and
the horizontal plane. The data plotted in Figure 14a and 14b at a pumping rate of zero reflect
the measured background flow velocity while the data shown in those plots at non-zero pumping
rates have had the background flow subtracted from them in order to isolate the effect of
pumping on the flow velocity. The lines in Figure 14a are linear regression fits to the data
collected when the pump was active, extrapolated back to a pumping rate of zero. Both
measured and corrected flow velocities are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. The magnitudes of the
horizontal and vertical components of the flow velocity from the far probe (TMF1B, R=38 ft)
at 6 and 15.5 gpm are not included in Figure 14 because the probe had not entirely reached
equilibrium by the time the pumping rate was changed during the two phases of the experiment.
If the trends of the data in Figures 12a and 13a are extrapolated to equilibrium values, the
extrapolated points would fall very close to the line labeled 38 ft in Figure 14a.
Before pumping began, the near and far probes indicated horizontal flow velocities of
0.04 ± 0.03 ft/day and 0.02 ± 0.01 ft/day, respectively. In both cases, these velocities are near
the lower limit of the velocity that the probes can detect, as is evident from the fact that the
uncertainties are nearly as large as the velocity values themselves. The azimuths of the near _,_d
far probes are -135 ° ± 55 ° and -59 ° ± 44°, respectively. These azimuths are measured reiative
to the direction toward the pumping well. In geographic coordinates, these directions are
-125 ° ± 55° and -650 ± 44°, indicating that the background flow at the site is in a basically
westerly direction, albeit with large uncertainty. This direction corresponds reasonably well with
the expected direction, toward the Savannah River, which is about ½ mile away in a westsouthwesterly direction.
Prior to the initiation of pumping, both flow sensors observed significant vertical components
of flow, dominating the horizontal components in both cases, but of opposite signs (Figures 14c
and d). The near probe measured a vertically upwardly directed flow while the far probe
measured a downwardly directed flow. There are no convincing hydrologic explanations for the
measured background vertical flow velocities. The measured signals may be influenced by
vertical variations in thermal properties of the material surrounding the probes which were not
completely accounted for in the determination of the probe correction factors described earlier.
It is possible, but cannot be confirmed, that these vertical variations in thermal properties were
introduced during emplacement of the probes into the subsurface. Since these measurements of
the background vertical flow velocities are not well understood, they have not been subtracted
16
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Figure 11 - Flow velocity measured by the probe in TMF2B (R=I 5.5 R) wh_ the pumping rate
was 15.5 and then 9 gprn. Time 0 is the time of activation of the pump which was
approximately one day after activation of the heater on the probe.
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Table 1 - Flow velocity measured at TMF1B 38 feet from the pumping well.
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Table 2 - Flow velocity measured at TMF2B 15.5 feet from the pumping well.
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from the velocity measurements made aiter the pumping was initiated.
When the pump was operating, both probes measured significant horizontal flow velocities
that increased linearly with the pumping rate. In terms of the direction of the horizontal
component, the flow sensors measured velocities which were directed toward the pumping well
within the estimated uncertainties of the measurements, with only one exception. At a pumping
rate of 3 gpm the flow sensor which was 15 feet from the pumping well measured a direction
which was oriented 13° + 10° relative to the direction to the pumping well. The vertical
component of the flow velocity measured by the probe in TMF1B (R=38 it), which started out
negative, ie., downwardly directed, remained downwardly directed, and increased in magnitude
only slightly. The vertical convonent of the flow velocity measured by the sensor which was
closer to the pumping well (TMF2B, R=15.5 it), which was upwardly directed when the pump
was not operating, declined to 0.01 ± 0.02 R/day at 3 gpm, indicating horizontal flow, and then
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became increasinglynegative with increasing pumpingrate. At 3, 6 and 9 gpm the deviation of
the flow velocity vector from the horizontalwas significantlyless atthe probe located 15 fl from
the pumping well then it was at the fartherprobe. At 15 gpm, however, both probes measured
flows which deviated from the horizontalby about 400 in a downwarddirection.
An importantconsiderationwhen using these probes is the amountof time it takes the flow
sensors to respond to changes in the flow velocity around them. During the two stages of the
experimentbeing described, the two flow sensors were essentially at equilibrium in a medium
with only very low flow past them when the pumps were initially turned on at 15 and then
6 gpm. When the pump was activated, numerical modelling which will be described shortly
indicates that the actual flow velocity past the probes increased very quickly and established itself
at the new equilibrium value in a few minutes. As is apparent in Figures 10a, 11a, 12a and 13a,
it took the flow sensors much longer to adjust to the new flow velocity. Figure 15 illustrates the
approximate time required for the flow sensors to reach the new equilibrium velocity, as a
function of the measured equilibrium
horizontal flow velocity. The two points on
the plot at 0.5 and l.2 R/day are derived from
4
' I '-_ ' I ' I ' ) ' I '
the flow sensor located at 15.5 i_ from the
pumping well when the pumping well was
being pumped at 6 and 15 gpm, respectively. _, 3
The two points at 0.1 and 0.2 R/day are _"
derived from the flow sensor located 38 ft
from the pumping well when the pump was
operating at the same rates. Since the data
from the probe 38 ft from the pumping well
did not completely reach equilibrium at these
pumping rates, these values are estimates
obtained by extrapolating the velocity vs time
data in Figures 12aand 13a to the anticipated
equilibrium velocity. The data in Figure 15
indicate that the faster the velocity past the
probe, the more quickly it responds to changes
in the flow velocity. This is to be expected
since at faster velocities heat is advected more
quickly around the probe. The data in
Figure 15 indicate that equilibrium is reached
in the time it takes the water to travel around
the probe a distance of roughly 6 inches,
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The simplest way of estimating the true Darcy flow velocity toward the pumping well is to
assume that there was no flow in the aquifer when the pump was not active, the aquitards above
and below the aquifer are perfectly impermeableand that the hydrologic properties of the aquifer
are perfectly homogenous and isotropic. Given these assumptions, the total amount of water per
unit time flowing through the surface of a fight circular cylinder whose long axis coincides with
the screened interval of the pumping well is equal to the rate at which water is being pumped
from the pumping well and is uniform over the surface of the cylinder (Figure 16). In this case,
the direction of the Darcy velocity vector will be purely horizontal and radially directed toward
the pumping well and its magnitude will equal the pumping rate divided by the surface area of
the cylinder encompassing the pumping well. The magnitude can be calculated according to the
formula

v

ts)

2nrz

where v is the magnitude of the Darcy velocity, Q is the volume of water pumped from the
pumping well per unit time, z is the thickness of the aquifer and r is the distance from the
pumping well to the observation point.
Velocities at radial distances from the pumping well corresponding to the positions of the
flow sensors and at pumping rates corresponding to those used during the test, calculated
according to Equation 5, are compared with the horizontal flow velocities measured with the flow
sensors in Figure 17. The measured values used have had the background flow velocity, which
was measured when the pump was not operating, subtracted from them. The theoretical and
measured velocities from the probe in TMF1B (R=38 t) differ by only about 11%, which is less
than the uncertainties in the measuredvalues. The measuredvelocities from the probein TMF2B
(R=15.5 fl) exceed the theoretical velocities by about 75%; significantly more than the
uncertainty in the measured values. While this
correlation between the measured and theoretical

"

,

velocities is considered to be quite good, it is
worthwhile to seek plausibleexplanations for any
discrepancy between them.
The primary
mechanism that would result in a misleading
comparisonbetween the measured and theoretical
velocities is inhomogeneity of the hydraulic
propertiesof the aquifer. There are two sources
of inhomogeneity to consider: naturalvariations
of hydraulic propertiesthat existed in the aquifer
were
the and
aquifer
by that
the
prior tointroduced
any drillinginto
activities
variations
emplacement of the flow sensors. These will be
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addressed in turn.
Figure 16 - Cylinders of constant flow
To assess the importance of naturally velocity surroundingthe pumpingwell.
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occurring inhomogeneity of the aquifer
properties,a numericalmodel was used to
calculate the drawdown expected at the

1.6-,
_

1.4 -

piezometer
P26MI, ofP26M2
and
P26AI. A wells
high degree
correlation
between the calculated and measured
drawdown would suggest a relatively
homogeneous aquifer while significant
differences between the modelled and

_
"_'

1.2

observed
drawdowns
would indicate
inhomogeneity
and/or anisotropy
in the
aquifer
properties.
The numerical
model
usedistheSAFT3D codedeveloped
by
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Hydrologic,
Inc.
(Huyakometai.,
1991).
This
fully
three
dimensional
finite
element
code simulates groundwater flow in
subsurface
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with an impermeable bottom.
The Figure 17 - Comparisonof measuredandtheoretical
hydrologic characteristics of these two horizontal flow velocities.
units were taken from a study of the
hydrology of the site by Nichols (1993)
and are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 - Hydrologic properties of the relevant formations at the test site.
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Unit

Thickness
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Aquitard
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Aquifer

i ,
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Effective
Porosity

i

,i

•

ii

.01
NI

.3
ii

i

lift

iiiiiii

Hydraulic
Conductivity
(tVmin)

Specific
Storage

2.6 x 10.7

5 x 10.6

tt

t

0.01395

,,

1 x 10.7

la!

Numerically, the aquitard was modelled using one layer consisting of 60 rectangular
elements in the x direction and the same number in the y direction. The aquifer consisted of 5
layers, each consisting of 60 x 60 elements. The pumping well was located at the origin in the
x-y plane and zero flux boundary conditions were imposed on the vertical sides of the model
which were located at +/-10,000 feet in the y direction and at -1000 and +10,000 feet in the x
direction. The three vertical boundaries at 10,000 feet distance from the pumping well were
sufficiently far away that no drawdown was calculated at those edges of the model. The
boundary at -1000 feet was incorporated in the model of Nichols (1993) to account for upward
curvature
intheobserved
time-drawdown
curves.
Whilethepresence
ofthis
boundary
affected
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the shape of the calculated time-drawdown curves, it had an insignificant effect on the radial
distribution of the calculated drawdown at distances from the pumping well correspondingto the
positions of the observation wells used in this study because of the close proximity of the
observation wells to the pumping well. Constant head and zero flux boundary conditions were
imposed at the top of the aquitard and at the bottom of the aquifer, respectively. In me model,
pumping rates which correspondto those used during the pump tests were uniformlyapplied over
the vertical extent of the aquifer. Semi-log plots of both the observed and calculated time vs
drawdown data are plotted in Figure 18. The largo "humps" in the observed drawdown data at
15 and 6 gpm result from adjustments to the pumping rate made when the pump was initially
turned on at the beginning of each pumping campaign. These effects do not influence the data
after about 15 or 20 minutes and were not modelled numerically. To first order, the calculated
and measured drawdown results match quite well.
Figure 19 illustrates the calculated and measured drawdown as a function of radial distance
from the pumping well at the end of each period during which the pumping rate was held
constant. Again, the measured and calculated drawdown agree quite well; differences are
generally less than 0.1 ft. In detail, however, some significant differences in gradientare evident.
At 15 gpm for example, the measured and modeled drawdownagree almost exactly at a distance
of 15 ft from the pumping well but the model predicts approximately 0.1 ft less drawdown 40
fl from the pumping well than was observed. These difference indicate a difference in gradient,
and therefore flow velocity, between the modeled and observed situations. In Figure 20, the
average modeled and observed gradients between R=15 ft and R--40 fi are compared. These
gradients were calculated by dividing the difference in drawdown between R= 15 and R=40 ft by
the separation of the observation points (Ah/Ar). The data in Figure 20 indicate that the model
predicts gradients that are about 25% higher than were actually observed. The most plausible
explanation for this discrepancy is that there exists some natural heterogeneity in the horizontal
hydraulic conductivity of the sediments which comprise the aquifer. Referring to the map in
Figure 8a, one can speculate that the hydraulicconductivity of the aquifer material in the vicinity
of thepiezometer wells, P26M1, P26M2 and P26AI, is somewhat lower than the mean horizontal
hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer, while that of the sediments surroundingthe flow sensor in
TMF2B (R=15 ft) is somewhat higher than average. This would explain the lower-than-expected
horizontal gradient observed between the piezometer wells P26M1 and P26M2, and the higher
than expected velocity observedby the flow sensor in TMF2B. These effects were not modelled
numerically because there are no data describing horizontal variations in hydraulic conductivity
which could be used to constrain such models.
Given that the two probes are only about 23 feet apart, naturally occurring variations in
hydraulic conductivity are probablyinadequate to completely explain the fact that the flow sensor
in TMF1B (R=38 ft) measured almostexactly the flow velocities predicted accordingto Equation
5 while the flow sensor in TMF2B (R=15.5 tt) measured flow velocities which are significantly
higher than predicted. It is likely that the method used to emplace the flow sensors resulted in
some enhancement of the measured horizontal component of the flow velocity over the flow
velocity one would observe if the flow sensor were not there. As described previously, the holes
in which the flow sensors were emplaced were drilled with a 6 inch diameter hollow stem auger.
The aquifer material which was replaced by the borehole was removed from the subsurface
during the drilling process. After the probes were lowered down the center of the auger, the
auger was retracted and the soil collapsed around the 2 inch diameter probes. This process
created a disturbed zone around the probe which extends radially out from the probe some
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Figure 18 - Drawdown vs. log time at different distances from the pumping well.
represent the results of the numerical model while the curves are observed values.
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the pumping well for severaldifferent
modeled hydraulic gradientsat different
pumping rates. Symbols representobserved pumpingrates.
values, curves are the results of numerical
modelling.
distance, probablyon the orderof one to two feet. Since materialin the formation expandedto
fill a void, this disturbedzone would have higher porosity and hydraulic conductivity than the
surroundingmaterial. As a result, horizontal flow past the probe would be enhanced in the
immediate vicinity of the probe as the horizontalflow lines in the aquifer converge within the
zone of increased permeability aroundthe probe OVheatcraftand Winterberg, 1985). Since the
soil probably collapsed around the probes in some highly irregularand complex manner, the
degree and distributionof the soil disturbance, and the amount by whioh the flow aroundthe
probes was enhanced, cannot be calculated or correctedfor. It is possible that the amount of
disturbancecreatedduringthe emplacementof the probein TMF2B was greaterthan that created
during deployment of the probe in TMFIB, which would explain the fact that the horizontal
velocities measured by the former differed significantly from the predictedvelocity while those
measured by the latterdid not.
Vertical Component
.

"

If perfect homogeneity of the aquifer materialis assumedthen the groundwater flow in the
aquifer surroundingthe pumping well should be purely horizontal and radially directed toward
the pumpingwell. In fact, a significant vertical componentto the flow was observed by the flow
sensors. A possible explanation for these observationsis the existence of significant variations
in the horizontal component of the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer material as a function
of depth in the aquifer. If this were the case then groundwaterin relatively low conductivity
layers would tend to flow vertically toward levels in the aquifer with higher horizontal
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conductivity, imparting a significant vertical component to the flow velocity. There are some
data to suggest that such vertical variations in the horizontal hydraulic conductivity exist within
the aquifer being considered. The hydraulic conductivity of aquifer sediment samples obtained
from wells which penetrate the aquifer in the general vicinity of the test site were estimated using
grain size analysis. While hydraulic conductivityvalues determinedfrom grain size analysis are
generally considered to be unreliable (Taylor, et al., 1990) they can be used to constrain the
rela#'ve vertical distribution of hydraulic conductivity in the aquifer. The grain size analysis
results were used to determine what effects vertical variations in hydraulic conductivity might
have on the flow field surroundingthe pumping well.
The first problem with the results of the grain size analysis is that the mean hydraulic
conductivity of the aquifer determined from the grain size analysis is larger than the value
determined from the pump tests by a factor of approximately8. To correct for this, the grain
size analysis results were reduced by this factorto bringthem into agreement with the pumptest
results. Then the aquifer was divided into 7 layers of different hydraulic conductivity for
purposesof numerical modeling. Both the correctedhydraulicconductivity data from the grain
size analysis and the conductivity of the seven layers used in the numericalmodel are illustrated
in Figure21. The general pattern of the hydraulic conductivity suggests that the upper partof
the aquifer has approximatelythe average
hydraulicconductivityof the aquifer,there
is a low conductivity horizon in the
,,,,
w,,',
i.,''
1 ' ' ' '
middle part of the aquifer and a relatively
high conductivity layer in the bottom part
50 Aquitanl
of the aquifer. The flow sensors were
.........
located about 22.5 f_above the base of the _
.
aquifer, roughly in between the low and _ 40 a
high conductivity layers. In this position, _,
""It
a significant downwardly directedvertical
""
component to the flow is expected.
'_
'_.s
Figure 22a illustrates the modeled J 30(_
downward componentof the flow velocity
- _
as a function of vertical position in the
_..s
_
aquifer for a pumping rate of 15 gpm. At ._ 20
_
the top of the aquifer, there is a small, TM
s':
flow velocity.directed
downwardly
The magnitude
component of
to the
downwardlydirected flow increasesin the
low conductivity layer near the middle of
the aquifer and then reaches a maximum
value in the transition layers between the
low and high conductivity layers. In the
bottom-most layer, the flow velocity has
a small upwardly directed component,
toward the high conductivity layer directly
above it.
The magnitude of the
downwardly directed flow is larger at a
radial distance of 15 f_ than it is at 38
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feet. Figure 22b illustrates the angle between the flow velocity vector and the horizontal plane,
with downward angles positive. The vertical position of the maximum downward deviation from
the horizontal is at a slightly higher position within the aquifer than is the maximum vertical flow
velocity. This maximum downward deviation of the flow velocity occurs at the vertical position
of the flow sensors. The maximum deviations from the horizontal predicted by the model are
only about 4° and 8° at distances of 15 it and 38 it, respectively. While considerably less than
the downward deviations of approximately 30° to 40° observed by the flow sensors, the modeling
results indicate, at least qualitatively, that a downwardly directed component of the flow velocity
is expected at the position of the flow sensors. Also note that the downward deviation from the
horizontal is larger at greater radial distance from the pumping well, indicating the dominance
of horizontal flow in close proximity to the pumping well. While this pattern is observed in the
flow sensor data at the lower pumping rates (Figure 14d), the measured downward deviation from
the horizontal is about the same at R=15.5 it and R=38 it when the pumping rate was 15 gpm.
A plausible reason for the larger than expected observed vertical components is that a
a)
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relatively high permeability pathway was created around the flow sensors when they were
installed. The sensor emplacement process used probably introduced vertical conduits of
relatively high hydraulicconductivitythroughthe aquifer. Those conduitsprobablydo not extend
into the unconfined aquiferabove the upperaquitardsince the holes were sealed with bentonite
seals in the upper clay unit. The conduits extend from the top of the aquifer down to a depth
of about 5 ft below the probes. The conduits extend below the bottom of the probes because the
holes were drilled to that depth to circumvent emplacement difficulties which resulted from
flowing sand running up inside the augers. Since these conduits connect the low hydraulic
conductivity layer above the probes with the higher conductivity layersbelow the probes it is to
be expected that the naturally occurring downward component of flow would be significantly
enhanced in the vicinity of the flow sensors as compared to the undisturbed formation. No
attempt has been made to model this effect because the geometryand hydraulic properties of the
conduit created by the drilling are completely unknown.

-I

Discussion
The goalofthetest
described
inthisreport
istoascertain
theusefulness
of theInSit.
Permeable
Flow Sensors
formeasuring
groundwater
flowvelocity.
Two relevant
questions
are
whether
ornottheflowsensors
areresponsive
tochanges
inflowvelocity
and,secondly,
do the
meastacA values accurately reflect the true velocities. The linearity of the relationship between
the pumping rate and the measured magnitude of the horizontal component of the flow velocity
(Figure 14a) and the excellent correspondencebetween the measuredorientation of the horizontal
component of the flow velocity vector and the direction toward the pumping well (Figure 14b)
are highly encouraging in that they suggest that the flow sensors are in fact responsive to the
groundwater flow velocity.
The question of whether or not the velocities measured with the flow sensors accurately
represent the true flow velocities is more difficult to answer. As far as this test is concerned,
there are four representationsof the flow velocity field duringthe test: the velocity measurements
obtained with the flow sensors, quantitative models of the flow velocity field, conceptual models
of the velocity field and the true velocity. The true flow velocity field includes all the
complexities which result from both naturally occurring and artificially introduced spatial
variations in hydraulic conductivity; it is what one would measure with an ideal flowmetcr. What
is desired is a direct comparison of the flow sensor measurements with the truth. This is of
course impossible since the true flow velocity cannot be known. The approach adopted here is
to first construct quantitative models which either incorporate, or are constrained by, available
data. Next, conceptual models are envisioned which incorporate plausible hydrologic features
which are neither prescribednor precluded by any available data. These conceptual models are
used to qualitatively address any remaining discrepancies between the measured velocities and
those predicted by the quantitative models. Finally, it is hoped that the conceptual models bear
some resemblance to reality.
The first and simplest quantitative model, described by Equation 5, is based on the
assumption that the hydrologic properties of the aquifer are perfectly homogeneous. The
measured and predicted horizontal flow velocities compare quite well. The magnitudes of the
horizontal flow velocities measured by the two flow sensors differ from the model velocities by
only -11% and 75%. Despite this reasonably good agreement between the measured and
modelled horizontal flow velocities, thole remain some differences which warrant further
3O
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¢
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investigation. The first is that one of the flow sensors measured horizontal components of flow
which were consistent with the model, within the uncertainty of the measurements, while the
other flow sensorobserved significantly larger horizontal velocities than the model would predict.
The second discrepancy between the measured and modelled flow velocities is that significant
vertical components of flow were measured by both flow sensors while the simple model
described by Equation 5 predicts purely horizontal flow.
To address the first issue, a numerical model was developed which differed only slightly
from the analytical model describedby Equation 5. The numerical model still assumed perfect
homogeneity of the hydraulic properties of the aquifer. This model was used to calculate the
hydraulic head at the location of the piezometer wells. The hydraulic gradients derived from the
observations in the piezomcter wells were about 25% lower than those predicted by the model,
suggesting that the assumption that the horizontal distribution of hydraulic conductivity was
homogeneous, is not valid. A conceptual model in which the hydraulic conductivity of the
aquifer in the vicinity of the piezomcter wells is lower than the average conductivity of the
aquifer and the conductivity in the area around the probes is higher than average, is consistent
with the hydraulic head observations and the velocity measurements in TMF2B (g=15 ft).
Because the two flow sensors are only about 23 feet apart, naturally occurring spatial
variations in hydraulic conductivity are likely to be insufficient to explain the fact that one flow
sensor agreed so well with the predictedhorizontal velocity while the other did not. A possible
explanation for this observation is that a zone of enhanced hydraulic conductivity extending
radially out from the probe a distance of one to two feet was created during the emplacement of
the flow sensors and that the effect was more pronounced for the probe in TMF2B (R=15 t) than
it was for the probe in TMFIB (R=38 fl).
To account for the substantial vertical flow velocities observed with the flow sensors, a
numerical model incorporating horizontal layers of different hydraulic conductivity was
developed. This model was constrained by hydraulic conductivity values determined by grain
size analysis of core samples from a well near the test site. Like the measurements, the model
predicted significant downwardly directedvertical components of flow. The measured vertical
components are significantly larger than those predicted by the model, however. A likely
explanation for the larger than expected measured vertical flow velocities is that a vertical
conduit of high hydraulic conductivity material was created within the aquifer during
emplacementof the flow sensors. These conduits, which are probably on the order of a few feet
in diameter, extend from the top of the aquifer down to a depth about 5 feet below the position
of the flow sensors. Since these conduits connect the relatively low hydraulic conductivity layers
above the probes with higher conductivity layers below the probes, significantly enhanced
downward flow would be expected within them.
The analysis presented suggests that disturbanceof the hydraulic properties of the formation
created during emplacement of the flow sensors might significandy alter the flow velocity that
is to be measured. Alternative techniques for sensoremplacement that would reduce the amount
of disturbance need to be considered. A method that would likely be gready superior to the
technique used in this study would be to push the flow sensors directly into the ground with a
cone peaetmmeter. This technique would compact the sediments around the flow sensors
somewhat since no material is actuallyremoved from the subsurface. However, the compaction
would probably only extend a few inches, at most, away from the probe in a radial direction.
Other actions which would reduce the disturbance to the natural flow field would be to drill no
deeper than absolutely n_essary to emplace the sensor and to grout the hole above the location
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of the flow sensor to minimize flow along the vertical conduit created during emplacement of
thesensor.
Conclusion
'l

Field tests of In Sire PermeableFlow Sensors in a confined aquiferat the SavannahRiver
Site in South Carolina suggest that the technology is capable of measuring quite low levels of
groundwater
flowvelocity in saturated
geologic
materials.
As expected,
the horizontal
4
components
ofgroundwater
flowmeasured
bytheflowsensors
pointed
toward
thepumpingwell
within
theuncertainties
ofthemeasurements
(±7°to±30°,depending
on pumpingrate).
The
magnitude
ofthehorizontal
component
oftheflowvelocity
increased
indirect
proportion
tothe
pumpingrate,
aspredicted
by theoretical
considerations.
Ifitisassumedthatthehydraulic
properties
oftheaquifer
arehomogenousandisotropic,
thenthemagnitudes
ofthehorizontal
components
oftheflowvelocity
measured
by theflowsensors
agreewiththeexpected
horizontal
velocities
within
a factor
oftwo.Discrepancies
canbeexplained,
largely
on a qualitative
basis,
asbeing
theresult
ofnaturally
occurring
andartificially
introduced
spatial
variations
inhydraulic
conductivity.
From this
itispossible
toconclude
that
theflowsensors
probably
didareasonably
goodjobofmeasuring
thetrue
flowvelocity
during
thetest.
As moreexperience
isgained
with
this
new technology
andmore confidence
intheresults
obtained
withitisacquired,
itwillbe
possible
tousethetechnology
tocharacterize
aquifer
heterogeneity
rather
thantrying
toavoidit.
Itisverylikely
that
cmplacing
theflowsensors
witha conepenetrometer
technique
would
greatly
reducethedisturbance
to thehydraulic
properties
of theformation
comparedtothe
emplacement
technique
usedinthisstudy.Thiswouldinturnreducetheuncertainty
inthe
measured flow velocities caused by these disturbances.
Basedontheencouraging
results
obtained
withtheflowsensors
inthis
study
itishopedthat
thetechnology
willfindwidespread
applications
intheareas
ofenvironmental
characterization
andremediation
monitoring.
Currently
on-going
activities
include
theuseofthetechnology
to
monitor
anair-stripping/bioremediation
experiment
attheSavannah
RiverSite
inSouthCarolina
anda study
oftheinteraction
between
groundwater
andColumbia
RiverwaterattheHanford
Site
inWashington
State.
Commercialization
ofthetechnology
isalsounderway.
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